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We’ve been talking about getting rid of Flash 
for years. Unfortunately, that’s all we seemed 
to be doing. Then at the beginning of this 
year things began to happen. YouTube made 
HTML5 their default player. Google Chrome 
began testing a beta version of their browser 
that paused non-essential Flash content. Oh. 
And there was that whole security debacle. 

In what seems like a few short months the 
end of Flash was declared. Chrome rolled 
out their beta Flash blocking feature to alpha 
on September 1st. And Flash was officially 
done as a tool for advertising. Ian Hewetson, 
of Eyereturn Marketing, reports that they’ve 
seen Flash ads go from 80% of all inventory 
to just 20% in the last two months*. 

To say goodbye to Flash we hired award-
winning comedian Steve Patrick Adams 
to give it a proper send off**. We hope this 
reminds you of the good times but also 
makes it a little easier to move on. Goodbye 
Flash.  

* http://mediaincanada.com/2015/08/31/
blog-are-you-ready-for-the-death-of-flash

** Steve recently became a father and that 
may have influenced his choice of style.



Long ago the internet was 
populated with crude, text 
based websites, Comic Sans 
and crappy low resolution 
images.



Then along came some 
adorable, beautiful animated 
ads. They had little trouble 
getting the attention of 
internet users everywhere.



These easy-on-the-eyes 
advertisements were 
Flash-based back when Flash 
wasn’t a dirty word. 

Things have changed 
over the years.



Flash went from being 
M. Night Shyamalan’s 
The Sixth Sense to M. Night 
Shyamalan’s recent work.

People actively avoid it.



And by people, we’re talking 
about big internet players like 
Mozilla, Facebook and Google.



How did something we 
loved so much become so 
burdensome?



There are many theories 
about how Flash became so 
terrible over time. Such as the 
potential illuminati connection 
or a Witch’s curse .   



But the most plausible 
explanation is that Flash is a 
closed-off format controlled 
by Adobe.



In matters of the internet, 
open source seems to be the 
best way to create greater 
innovation. 

Steve Jobs thought so back in 
2010, and many more feel the 
same way today.



Flash is now a constant 
reminder that we’re still living 
in an age where software 
doesn’t have to work most of 
the time.

It’s time to say goodbye to 
Flash and here’s why: 



Despite what your Great Aunt 
might say, internet on mobile 
is not just some hip new trend 
for communists.

#1: MOBILE



More and more, people are 
checking the internet on their 
phones. 

It’s a great way to avoid 
acknowledging the existence 
of the person in front of you, 
friend or foe.



Mobile is a great place to be 
advertising. Sadly most Flash-
based ads aren’t supported on 
mobile.



By sticking with Flash, you’re 
stuck advertising outside of 
the mobile world. It’s like being 
stuck outside a club consoling 
an old friend who didn’t get in. 



It’s said that whenever a 
hacker sees a Flash ad, he 
salivates so much it makes his 
keyboard sticky. 

#2: SECURITY



Flash is indeed vulnerable to 
hacks. 

Almost as vulnerable as 
keyboards to saliva. 



If Flash were a physical form, 
it would be an old security dog 
who’s too lazy to swat the flies 
from his ears.



He sure is cute but ineffective 
against burglars.



Google Chrome automatically 
pauses non-essential Flash 
elements (your ads) to save 
battery life and system 
resources.

#3: BATTERY LIFE



Give the updated Chrome a try 
on a laptop - you’ll be amazed 
at what it’s like to have battery 
life for more than half an 
episode of The Mindy Project. 



It crashes everything all the 
time.

#4: SYSTEM CRASHES



Video Streaming services 
already enjoyed a Flash-free 
existence. Can you imagine 
trying to watch Netflix or 
Youtube in Flash? 



We might as well still be 
collecting DVDs from gas 
stations if that were the case.  



Both of these services now 
use HTML5, so we can all put 
away our dream catchers for 
another night. 



Major publishers (whose sites 
your ads might be running on) 
have not-so discretely asked 
advertisers to use HTML5 
instead of Flash.



About a dozen publishers 
(including The New York 
Times and Slate) wrote an 
open letter to make this 
request. Flash has officially 
earned the award for most 
open letters decrying its use. 

That’s a lot of passive aggression towards one technology. 



Flash, we’ve had many good 
times but it’s time to say 
goodbye. 

Go out to pasture and run 
around all day with your 
buddies Netscape, and AOL’s 
Dial-up CD.



What’s life like without Flash, 
you ask? 



You don’t get that notice 
in your browser every ten 
seconds that your Flash plugin 
has crashed, plus your ads get 
seen by everyone. 



It’s glorious. 



... Wait, 2 million people still use AOL Dial-up?

Get your ads seen by everyone 
with Contobox and HTML5. 



Steve Patrick Adams is a comedian, writer, 
animator, cartoonist, and, a pretty rad Dad. 

He has been performing stand-up and 
sketch comedy for over six years across 
Canada and won the 2012 Canadian Comedy 
Award for Best Stand-Up Newcomer. He has 
written for such media outlets as Mashable, 
CBC Punchline, Bite TV and The Brunch Club. 

You can see regular webcomics and 
animations on his site and see him perform 
live with Chuckle Co. at Comedy Bar in 
Toronto, and with a variety of other comics 
at Comedy Works in Montreal.

Steve currently resides in Montreal but 
has spent most of his comedic career in 
Toronto. Virtually all his gawky teenage years 
were spent in the small town of Beamsville, 
Ontario.

Contobox is Crucial Interactive’s cloud based 
advertising platform that powers HTML5 
rich media ads. Contobox delivers ads in 
IAB standard and native formats. It is cross-
platform making it perfect for desktop or the 
mobile web.

We designed Contobox to give brands 
control over their stories and experiences. 
Contobox’s powerful creative tools bring 
ads to life as dazzling HTML5 rich-media 
experiences. The possibilities are endless. 
From stunning photo galleries and 
interactive videos. To entertaining games 
and informative product discovery features 
(such as catalogues and store-locators). 

Robust data tracking allows brands insight 
into how people are engaging with their ads. 
Our cost-per-engagement (CPE) pricing 
means you only pay when users engage with 
your brand.

Crucial Interactive is a digital media and 
technology company. We specialize in 
innovative digital advertising  and audience 
engagement. 
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